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“We are quite excited to finally introduce inside the chemistr y 
world arachnoTM!!!!! 

arachnoTM is a revolutionary technology that allows the performance of parallel 
synthetic experiments accelerating, by consequence, all the synthetic processes. 
Revolutionary features of arachnoTM should be found inside very few key points:

A friendly technology: nobody must explain  you  how to use it, you will 
understand immediately just handling one. 

An effective technology: it just works! Just select the reaction conditions your 
chemistry needs (inert atmosphere, heating, cooling, stirring, …)  

A low cost technology: the entry level model cost just as a Gas tight syringe, 
the top class model less then a stirring plate. Everybody can easily afford it 
and having one…

Being an open technology, arachnoTM can be upgraded following any 
requirements your science need. It will be always at your side. 

Just have one and start playing with it !!!!!!!!  ”

Marco L. Lolli
beenext   CEO
Dept. Science and Drug Technology
University of  Torino 
(ITALY)
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Answering a need. 
The organic synthesis is a hard job where the chemist became deeply involved. 
In the past twenty years, few solutions were introduced to accelerate this 
process. Unfortunately, because of their limited impact on the chemistry field 
due to the high costs, the organic synthetic process still remains painfully slow 
and a bottleneck inside a Drug Design project. arachnoTM represents a 
revolutionary technology designed to effectively accelerate the obtainment of 
target compounds. Just allowing the easy introduction in the daily routine of the 
parallel synthesis concept, it is able to answer to all the three magic words 
(friendly, effective and low cost) that every spreading out innovation must have. 
If you are a synthetic organic chemist involved in daily bench work, you can use 
arachnoTM  in almost every moment of your research. 

Running a reaction ���
(stirring, cooling, heating, under���

inert atmosphere, ….)

Quenching/workup
(Parallel filtration, ….)

The arachnoTM  concept: be ready to multiply yourself

arachnoTM  is a Patent-pending protected technology.

Target purification
(Just work in parallel,  ….)

Target final 
characterization

Solvent evaporation
(Just multiply your Rotavapor, ….)
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As inside a real arachno, each member of the arachnoTM 

family is characterized by a central body connected with 
few other legs, each leg carrying a single vessel. 
Reinventing the manifold concept, arachnoTM is able firstly 
connect each vessel to a commune atmosphere, when 
positioning each of them in the right position on the 
stirring plate. Acting just as a multiplier, the single stirring 
plate can support up to six different experiments.

+	  6x	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  

The Arachno Secret  
Formula

body leg

arachno 	  

The arachnoTM  concept: be ready to multiply yourself

- reduce the time-to-lead
- reduce the synthetic dead-ends
- save lab space
- reduce research costs

Nothing more to understand or learn. Beside being stirred, the reaction mixtures 
could be cooled, heated or  placed, if necessary, under inert atmosphere. When 
the conversions are complete, arachnoTM can be effective also in the following 
steps as work-up or parallel evaporation. Being a low cost tech, every chemist can 
have access to it.  

The central “body” joint is used 
to the clamp connection. The 
presence of a single connection 
with the stirring plate support 
allows, with a simple rotation of 
the apparatus on its central axes, 
the access to each reaction flask. 
Here everything is symmetrical!

arachnoTM acts exactly as a manifold, allowing the connection of each vessel to a commune 
atmosphere. This could be an inert atmosphere, as Nitrogen or Argon, when reaction under drying 
conditions are performed. When Hydrogen is used, a catalytic hydrogenation should be 
performed. To the opposite, if a vacuum source is applied, arachnoTM could be used to concentrate 
to dryness avoiding the time consuming multievaporation step. 

Here is where the 
leg is connected to 
the reaction flask. 
Specific technical 
so l u t i on s we re 
developed to avoid 
any disconnections. 
Beside connection, 
the arachnoTM leg 
can also play an 
active role inside 
your chemistry. The	  original	  arachno	  idea	  

In chemistry symmetry is everything!! Because 
of this, you will enjoy the arachnoTM perfect C6 
symmetry. In Nature real arachnids have eight 
legs, in our case we have decided to contain the 
number to six, a good compromise inside 
synthetic applications. 

Only the fantasy can limit both shape and leg 
purpose: short, long, condensing, (low and high 
boiling solvents), switchable, ………. these are just 
examples…… 

The arachnoTM secret formula. 
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Designing a dream technology
 
arachnoTM  is a perfect companion during your daily work, 
designed for chemist by chemist, it is able to perfectly 
integrate itself inside your commune lab procedures. Its 
technology is a perfect mix of design and smart hightech 
solutions. Due to its simplicity, arachnoTM can be 
marketed from 10 to 20 less fold the price of similar 
products having comparable results. In other words, it 
will cost you as a couple of Gas Tight syringes and quite 
less the price of a commune stirring plate…..

The arachnoTM  concept: be ready to multiply yourself
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arachnoTM  is a Patent-pending protected technology.

arachnoTM is perfectly compatible with 
standard glassware. If you don’t want 
bothering yourself, just have one of our 
Upgrade Kits able to fully complete 
your apparatus. In assembling them, we 
paid par ticular attention that the 
perfect arachnoTM symmetry was 
always  retained (as in this picture ….. 
C12). 

Being the result of centuries of Italian 
glassblower tradition, arachnoTM must 
not be seen simply as a regular joint. 
arachnoM is a glass made design object 
with perfect symmetries and shapes. 
Nice to be observed and handled, it 
will be sent to you inside a special 
container named arachnoTM Cave, able 
to protect it and recover it.
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C12 ���
symmetry	  

C12 ���
symmetry	  

Beside being connected inside a 
unique apparatus, each vessel acts 
independently. The arachnoTM design  
was carefully directed to avoid any 
splash-derived cross contamination 
between the mixtures. 

Depending from the 
chemistry involved, 
please decorate each 
vessel with needed 
accessories. 
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Classic	  

arachnoTM Classic���
6XSR

Code:	  BNX0010111	  
	  

1)	  C6	  hexagonal	  symmetry	  
2)	  Dimensions:	  15x15x15cm	  
3)	  Six	  4	  cm-‐legs	  supported	  with	  
male	  14/23	  joints.	  
4)	  One	  central	  female	  14/23	  joint.	  
	  

In	  order	  to	  store	  and	  protect	   it,	  your	  Arachno	  
is	   supported	   inside	   an	   arachnoCave™;	   six	  
swiss-‐made	  stainless	  clips	  are	  also	  included.	  

arachnoTM Classic���
6XLR

Code:	  BNX0010112	  
	  

1)	  C6	  hexagonal	  symmetry	  
2)	  Dimensions:	  15x15x28cm	  
3)	  Six	  4	  cm-‐legs	  supported	  with	  
male	  14/23	  joints.	  
4)	  One	  central	  female	  14/23	  joint.	  
	  

In	  order	  to	  store	  and	  protect	   it,	  your	  Arachno	  
is	   supported	   inside	   an	   arachnoCave™;	   six	  
swiss-‐made	  stainless	  clips	  are	  also	  included.	  

Being the simpler example of the expression of the 
arachnoTM technology, the Classic low cost model 
represents the entry level inside the Arachno family. It 
is available with two different legs length (4 and 13 
cm), always in six legs version. In order to avoid any 
disconnections, special  Swiss-made stainless clips are 
also included.  The model 6XLR, owing longer legs 
able to act as air condenser, can support also the 
mixture heating  (b.p. >100).
arachnoTMClassic is compatible with the glassware 
already present in your lab. If you want to complete it, 
just include an Upgrade Kit.

Let’s start to introduce parallel synthesis inside your lab!!!!
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The Screw class represents the most advanced arachnoTM  family members. 
Being a top level product, arachnoTM Screw guarantees high performances as 
well as toughness. Each leg is supported with a male Rodaviss14/23 joint, able 
to support also heavy flasks as well as specific accessories as a water 
condenser. arachnoTM Screw is also proposed in triangular-C3 symmetry with 
three legs specifically designed to involve bulky experiments. An arachnoTM 

Screw3XSR is able to support also heavy 250 mL round bottom flasks. 

It is time to move to a next level……

arachnoTMScrew ���
6XSR

Code:	  BNX0010114	  
	  

1)	  C6	  hexagonal	  symmetry	  
2)	  Dimensions:	  15x15x15cm	  
3)	  Six	  4	  cm-‐legs	  supported	  with	  
Rodaviss	  male	  14/23	  joints.	  
4)	  One	  central	  female	  14/23	  joint.	  
	  

In	  order	  to	  store	  and	  protect	   it,	  your	  Arachno	  
is	  supported	  inside	  an	  arachnoCave™	  

Screw	  
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.arachnoTMScrew ���
3XSR

Code:	  BNX0010119	  
	  

1)	  C3	  hexagonal	  symmetry	  
2)	  Dimensions:	  15x15x15cm	  
3)	  Three	  4	  cm-‐legs	  supported	  with	  
Rodaviss	  male	  14/23	  joints.	  
4)	  One	  central	  female	  14/23	  joint.	  
	  

In	  order	  to	  store	  and	  protect	   it,	  your	  Arachno	  
is	  supported	  inside	  an	  arachnoCave™	  
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Screw	  
A complete lab inside your hand!!!!! 

arachnoTMScrew ���
6XST

Code:	  BNX0010123	  
	  

1)	  C6	  hexagonal	  symmetry	  
2)	  Dimensions:	  15x15x15cm	  
3)	  Six	  4	  cm-‐legs	  supported	  with	  Rodaviss	  male	  14/23	  
joints	  and	  teflon	  Stopcock	  switchs.	  
	  4)	  One	  central	  female	  GSF19/9	  joint.	  
	  

In	  order	  to	  store	  and	  protect	   it,	  your	  Arachno	   is	  supported	   inside	  an	  
arachnoCave™	  

Glass manifold

The arachnoTM Screw 6XST is able to 
include all the hood requirement 
inside a single apparatus. Here the 
manifold concept, daily used by every 
chemist, is completely re-invented 
including it inside an arachnoTM 

structure. As in a manifold itself, each 
leg can be isolated by the presence 
of a teflon Stopcock switch from the 
apparatus body. In this manner you 
can add/remove single flasks while an 
experiment is running.

Transform each of your 
stirring plate into a full 

equipped lab !!!!!!!

Application of the arachnoTM concept
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Sphere	  

Code:	  BNX0010124	  
	  

1)	  C6	  hexagonal	  symmetry	  
2)	  Dimensions:	  15x15x15cm	  
3)	  Six	  4	  cm-‐legs	  supported	  with	  
male	  GSF19/9	  joint.	  
4)	  One	  central	  female	  GSF19/9	  joint	  
	  

In	  order	  to	  store	  and	  protect	   it,	  your	  Arachno	  
is	  supported	  inside	  an	  arachnoCave™	  

arachnoTMSphere���
6XST

Code:BNX0010125	  
	  

1)	  C6	  hexagonal	  symmetry	  
2)	  Dimensions:	  15x15x15cm	  
3)	  Six	  4	  cm-‐legs	  supported	  with	  
Teflon	  stopcock	  switchs	  .	  
4)	  One	  central	  female	  GSF19/9	  
joint.	  
	  

...and if some pressure was needed???

arachnoTMSphere���
6XSR

The arachnoTM Sphere series is designed to handle pressure applications. These specific 
arachnoTM  are available in two models:

- The 6XSR is equipped with a pressure resistant spheric joint on the central body 
(female) as well as all the legs (males). This kind of joints are quite attractive when a 
pressure is involved. The 6XSR can be applied when pressure related reactions 
(catalytic hydrogenation) are involved or just as a gas disposal apparatus.

- To the other side, the 6XST can be seen as the world most compact manifold. Each 
leg is equipped with a Teflon	  stopcock	  switch	  female ending with a tubing older. If you 
have a crowed hood and need a compact manifold, this is your arachnoTM!!!!!!!
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….what about upgrading your arachnoTM? 

arachnoTMScrew upgrade kit  ���
	  

	  
Code:	  BNX00101120	  
•  Six	  50	  mL	  C12	  three-‐necks	  14/23	  	  Rodaviss	  round	  boTom	  
flasks	  
•  Six14/23	  Duran	  Hexagonal	  Stoppers	  	  
•  Six	  Oval	  shaped	  magneVc	  sVrring	  bars	  (L	  =	  20	  mm)	  	  

arachnoTMScrew refluxing kit ���
	  

Code:	  BNX0010117	  
•  Three	  Water	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint long vs.
•  Three	  air	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint long vs.
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Please refer to: 
www.arachnoscience.com

to download dedicated tutorials and learn all you 
can do with your new arachno.

In creating arachnoTM, we design a technology that should perfectly merge with the 
glassware already present in your lab. At the same time if you want to complete it by 
adding specific glassware designed to be highly effective we include a series of Upgrade Kits. 
In the following just few example of the huge family of arachnoTM accessories. Please refer 
also at www.arachnoscience.com  for more details.

    arachnoTMClassic upgrade kit  ���
	  

	  
Code:	  BNX0010113	  
•  Six	  50	  mL	  C12	  three-‐necks	  14/23	  round	  boTom	  flasks.	  	  
•  Twelve	  14/23	  Duran	  Hexagonal	  Stoppers.	  	  
•  Six	  Oval	  shaped	  magneVc	  sVrring	  bars	  (L	  =	  20	  mm).	  	  

Represented and distributed by FALC INSTRUMENTS s. r. l. Ph+390363304660
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Why not dare and push to full speed???? 

1200€	  
1464€	  

This kit will allow to run every kind of 
experiment in bulky scale. The mixtures can be 
stirred, cooled, heated under inert atmosphere 
if necessary. The	   Rodaviss14/23 joints will 
guarantee high performances as well as 
toughness.
Three dropping funnels as well as special 
design arachnoTMstoppers, able to isolate each 
single leg, have been included
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This kit will allow you to run every kind of experiment your 
chemistry will need.  The mixtures can be stirred, cooled, heated 
under inert atmosphere if necessary. Three dropping funnels as well 
as special design arachnoTM stoppers, able to isolate each single leg, 
have been  included.

Code:	  BNX0010118	  
	  

•  One	  arachnoTMScrew6XSR	  Rodaviss14/23	  joint	  
                                   +	  
•  Six	  50	  mL	  three-‐necks	  14/23	  round	  boTom	  flasks	  
•  Twelve	  14/23	  Duran	  Hexagonal	  Stoppers	  	  
•  Six	  Oval	  shaped	  magneVc	  sVrring	  bars	  (L	  =	  20	  mm)	  
	                                    +	  
•  Three	  air	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint	  
•  Three	  water	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint
                                   +	  
•  Three	  Dropping	  funnel	  50	  mL	  Rodaviss F14/23 joint
•  Four	  Rodaviss14/23 joint female Stoppers	  	  
                                   +
•  One	  all	  purpose	  nitrogen	  bubbler	  gas	  connector

Code:	  BNX0010122	  
	  

•  One	  arachnoTM	  Screw3XSR	  Rodaviss14/23	  joint	  
                                   +	  
•  Three	  250	  mL	  three-‐necks	  14/23	  round	  boTom	  flasks	  
•  Six	  14/23	  Duran	  Hexagonal	  Stoppers	  	  
•  Three	  Oval	  shaped	  magneVc	  sVrring	  bars	  (L	  =	  25	  mm)	  
	                                    +	  
•  One	  air	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint long vs	  
•  Three	  water	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint 
                                   +	  
•  Three	  Dropping	  funnel	  50	  mL	  Rodaviss F14/23 joint
•  One	  Rodaviss14/23 joint female Stoppers	  	  

Go bulky!!!!  This package will allow you 
to resolve all your re-preparation 
problems by using  the best of the 
arachnoTM technology.

This kit will allow you to run every kind of experiment in bulky scale. The 
mixtures can be stirred, cooled, heated under inert atmosphere if 
necessary (gas connector not included). The	  Rodaviss 14/23 joints will 
guarantee high performances as well as toughness. Three dropping 
funnels as well as special design arachnoTMstoppers, able to isolate each 
single leg, have been included

Close the story and get in one 
package all the state of the art of the 
arachnoTM technology offers.

arachnoTMScrew COMBO kit	  

arachnoTMScrew Bulky kit	  

Code:	  BNX0010122	  
	  

•  One	  arachnoTM	  Screw6XSR	  Rodaviss14/23	  joint	  
                                   +	  
•  Six	  50	  mL	  three-‐necks	  14/23	  round	  boTom	  flasks	  
•  Six	  14/23	  Duran	  Hexagonal	  Stoppers	  	  
•  Six	  Oval	  shaped	  magneVc	  sVrring	  bars	  (L	  =	  20	  mm)	  
	                                    +	  
•  Three	  air	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint	  
•  Three	  water	  condenser	  M/F	  Rodaviss14/23 joint
                                   +	  
•  Four	  Rodaviss14/23 joint female Stoppers	  	  

Get in one package everything you need 
for effectively introduce the arachno 
technology in your lab

This kit will allow you to run every kind of experiment. The mixtures can 
be stirred, cooled, heated under inert atmosphere (gas connector not 
included) if necessary. The	   Rodaviss 14/23 joints will guarantee high 
performances as well as toughness. Special design arachnoTMstoppers, able 
to isolate each single leg, have been also included.

arachnoTMScrew Enjoy kit	  

Please allow us to guide you. In the following three assembled kits (Enjoy, Bulky and Combo) 
where the best technology of arachnoTM is finally included. Being effective but not 
expensive, here you have the opportunity to push your research to higher levels. Just get 
it…. Please refer also at www.arachnoscience.com for more details, tips and suggestions.
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               - Via	  G.	  Quarello,	  15/a	  10135	  Torino	  (IT)	  –	  Tel:	  +390116706661	  	  -‐	  for	  informaVon:	  www.beenext.it

beenext is a Spin Off on the University of Turin. It as been created by 
three members on the Department of Science and Drug Technology 
(DSTF) of the University of Turin - UniTO (Italy) and incubated at the 
2i3T, the Business Incubator and Technology Transfer Process at the 
University of Turin. Starting from its foundation in the late eighties, 
DSTF has become a centre of strong expertise in all the aspect of the 
Drug Design. 
beenext was born with the purpose to move that academic 
experience to the Drug Design market. The founders DSTF team was 
then carefully arranged in order to create a technological 
complementary platform effective in the design of small entities as 
early drug candidates. Involved inside international collaboration with 
the academic as well as SME words, the beenext extensive use of 
arachnoTM, a proprietary beenext patented technology developed to 
accelerate the synthetic process, allows our chemists to reach faster 
the desired target molecules.

Beenext s.r.l. (an UniTO SpinOff)

PI 11040090018 Registro imprese Torino 
TO11040090018
Address: Via G. Quarello, 15/a

10135 Torino (IT)���
e-mail:  info@beenext.it���
Phone:  +39 011 6706661 ���
FAX:  +39 011 6707987  
Web:  www.beenext.it 

www.arachnoscience.com
 


